
Date Time Topic Content

4/8/2012 30 minutes Poetry, US Poet Laureates

New Letters on the Air: The Poet Laureate Consultant in Poetry to 

the Library of Congress is one of the most distinguished 

appointments for an American poet. From the first consultant in 

1937, the poets have represented a wide cross-section of talent and 

geographies. This program features a little history on the role and 

some of the poets laureate pulled from our archives, including Billy 

Collins, Rita Dove, Robert Pinsky, Maxine Kumin, as well as the 

current laureate, Philip Levine.

4/29/2012 30 minutes Poetry

New Letters on the Air: The author of three chapbooks and five 

poetry collections, including The Complete Book of Kong, Missouri 

Poet Laureate William Trowbridge is unafraid of incorporating pop 

culture in his work, perhaps because he felt deprived of it as a child. 

In his 2011 collection, Ship of Fool, Trowbridge takes on the Fool 

archetype, leading his character through humiliations and sufferings 

with his signature humor. In this interview, he discusses his affinity 

for complex characterizations and descriptive language and his belief 

that comedy is as necessary as tragedy in great literature.

5/27/2012 30 minutes Fiction

New Letters on the Air: Fiction writer Jaimy Gordon worked on her 

novel, Lord of Misrule, set on a West Virginia horse racetrack, for 

over a decade before it was published in November 2010. That same 

month, the novel became the dark horse of the literary world by 

winning the 2010 National Book Award. Gordon reads from the 

novel, which recently won the 2012 Independent Publishers Gold 

IPPY Award for Literary Fiction, and also talks about the craft of 

writing and some of the similar threads that weave through her six 

books, including the recently re-released Bogeywoman.
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6/10/2012 30 minutes Poetry, Fiction

New Letters on the Air: Japanese poet and fiction writer Mariko 

Nagai has lived all over the globe, from Brussels, Belgium, to 

Chattanooga, Tennessee, and her work includes characters equally 

diverse. Her 2007 book of poetry, Histories of Bodies, winner of the 

Benjamin Saltman Poetry Award, explores different types of love and 

desire. In her 2010 short story collection, Georgic, winner of the G.S. 

Sharat Chandra Prize, Nagai draws from history to depict characters 

facing extreme adversity. She talks about her work and reads from 

both books, including a Pushcart Prize-winning story originally 

published in New Letters magazine.


